■ APPLICATIONS

How invisible should your FTTH network be?

By DAVID MEIS

When we think of the general categories of tribution fibers. These critical network
communications network deployments in components typically take the form of a
neighborhoods today, two main terms often small cabinet that is installed on a concome to mind: aerial and buried. Although crete pad or vault above ground level. As
there are variations of each in most systems LCPs split a handful of incoming feeder
today, almost every access network deploy- fibers up to 32 ways each, just one of these
ment can be binned into one of these two cat- components is required to serve a neighegories.
borhood in most deployment scenarios.
With FTTH activity increasing sharply in Photos 1a and 1b show an example of an
the United States today, a discerning eye has above-ground LCP platform, as well as a
been turned toward the deployment approach sealed, below-ground alternative.
and the visibility of these ultrabroadband netAn important factor to understand is that
works within neighborhoods. In many, if not throughout the operational life of the netmost, greenfield FTTH applications, de- Focus
work, the LCP will be re-entered for evon ery subscriber connection that is made.
velopers and service providers alike are
driving the network infrastructure underTherefore, the potentially negative side efground. System invisibility has become the
fect of visibility within the neighborhood is
name of the game: The less telecommunica- more than offset, in most cases, by the ease of
tions equipment you notice when traversing accessibility in an above-ground LCP. So ala development, the better.
though you can place a sealed variant of this
While this deployment mantra is well key component below ground level in a vault
founded, there are a host of key factors to take or handhole, the dominant preference is to
into account with respect to how much of the keep the LCP in full view. For this reason,
“buried” plant should actually be placed be- the LCP is typically not the focus of abovelow ground. A look at several neighborhood or below-ground debate within the FTTH
deployment aspects reveals the issues that distribution network.
surround this question.

or aerial network deployments, a NAP terminal typically serves 6 to 12 individual
residences. With below-ground networks,
however, the number of subscribers served
from this point is typically four to eight.
Since drop cables are directly buried or
run through a conduit in underground deployments, detrimental factors like multiple
lot crossings, street crossings, and higher installation costs per foot of drop cable account
for the fact that the underground NAP serves
smaller, more manageable zones than its aerial counterpart. As such, it’s a likely scenario
to have considerably more NAP terminals
installed in a below-ground deployment
than in an aerial deployment passing the
same number of residences. Consequently,
the placement of these components now has
much more impact on the operation, community acceptance, and survivability of the
overall network.
To make the important decision of
whether to install NAP terminals below or
above ground level, we’ll highlight some of
the key considerations that should be evaluated. Since nearly every FTTH deployment
will have its own
requirements, it’s
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the point at which passive optical splitters primary function of the NAP terminal is to installation configurations—pedestal and
(for a passive optical network, or PON) serve as a connection point between distri- handhole—and then compare the advanshare the signals from feeder fibers with bution fibers and the drop fibers that then tages and disadvantages of each. Photos 2a
multiple subscribers via individual dis- terminate at the residence. In above-ground and 2b illustrate examples of NAP terminals
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Applications
installed in each of these conbetter than those installed in hand- but the added time required for access of the
figurations.
holes. Even in the driest of areas, drop connection port, terminal sealing reVisibility. The first catsprinkler systems and the infrequent quirements, and cable entry and transition
egory for NAP placement
from this location tips the scales in faconsideration is that of comvor of the pedestal for network accesponent visibility. This may
sibility.
b)
very well be the determining factor
Network survivability. The last
for a service provider on whether to
major consideration that must be
place NAP terminals in pedestals or
mentioned is that of network survivhandholes. It should come as no surability. The key factor to weigh here is
prise that the winner in this category
the nature of the environment of the
is the handhole, which is installed in
deployment location. Distance from
a “flush-to-grade” configuration.
sidewalks, streets, intersections, and
And while visibility is an important Photo 1. The LCP is most commonly seen as an aboveproximity to nonvehicular traffic all
ground platform (a), although sealed below-ground alternaconsideration, it’s not the only one to tives (b) are also available.
must be considered to determine the
be made. Recent advances in pedesdesired level of protection that is retals have made these products a not-so-dis- downpour can turn handholes into min- quired. The simple statement “If you can’t
tant runner-up in this category. With lower iature mud pools. Pedestals with sealed see it, you can’t break it” best justifies the
profiles and smaller above-ground cross- lids keep internal components high and handhole as the superior approach to adsectional areas, the pedestals of today have dry, even when completely submerged as dress this factor. The relative vulnerability
become far less of an eyesore to residents and a result of the “bell-jar” effect.
of pedestals to uncontrollable condia)
service providers alike.
Finally, pedestals hold an adtions may outweigh their previously
First-installed cost. The first-installed vantage when it comes to access
mentioned benefits.
cost factor has become increasingly imporIt becomes evident from the results of
b)
tant for FTTH network deployments. As is
this key factor comparison that the decommon in other segments of these netployment configuration of NAP termiworks, the installation labor often dwarfs
nals in underground FTTH networks is
the material cost of the component ita difficult decision, to say the least. Service
self. The same can hold true at the NAP.
providers must carefully look at each FTTH
While a very basic handhole and a peddeployment and weigh the critical factors for
estal can be in the same ballpark from a
themselves.
pricing standpoint, the handhole requires
The good news is that excellent alternatives
more site preparation and overall instalabound for both pedestals and handholes,
lation time. However, if a larger handhole
so at the end of the day, even a seemingly
or a higher strength rating is desired with
“wrong” choice may not turn out to be a bad
these products, the price can easily eclipse Photo 2. There are several factors to consider
one. Lessons will continue to be learned, and
even the most full-featured pedestals. As when deciding between an above-ground
the right approach for each service provider
pedestal NAP (a) and below-ground handhole
such, the hat tips toward the pedestal in (b) configuration.
is likely to be determined sooner rather than
this category.
later.
Network accessibility. Looking beyond and ability to be located in cold-weather
the installation on Day 1, special attention regions where snow pack can seriously David Meis is market development manager at
must be given as to how these products will impede the progress of technicians.
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